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ABSTRACT

SMGA is a tool that mainly supports humans in visually perceiving the characteristics/properties of systems/protocols. Those characteristics could be used as lemmas to formally verify that the systems/protocols enjoy desired properties. The core task of the tool is to design a state picture that helps humans comprehend the systems/protocols better and then conjecture the characteristics. To demonstrate that SMGA can be applied to a wider class of systems/applications, we have graphically animated the Lim-Jeong-Park-Lee autonomous vehicle intersection control protocol with SMGA. The state machine formalizing the protocol uses composite data. We have revised SMGA so as to handle composite data. We design a flexible state picture for the protocol so that it is possible to deal with different initial states when the number of vehicles is less than or equal to a given number. In the conference version of the present paper, the visual representations of vehicles (or vehicle statuses) on each lane did not preserve the actual order of the vehicles on the lane. We have also revised SMGA so that it is possible to make a state picture design that preserves such an order. In the conference version, any information on conflict and concurrent lanes for each lane was not displayed. We have revised the state picture design so that such information can be visualized. Some characteristics are guessed by observing graphical animations based on the state picture design, and the characteristics are confirmed with model checking. The paper also summarizes several lessons learned as tips on how to design a state picture with composite data.
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1. Introduction

SMGA [15] has been developed to visualize graphical animations of systems/protocols. The main purpose of SMGA is to help human users be able to perceive non-trivial characteristics of systems/protocols by observing its graphical animations because humans are good at visual perception [10]. Those characteristics could be used as lemmas to formally verify that the systems/protocols enjoy some desired properties. It implies the usefulness of the tool since lemma conjecture is a challenging problem in formal verification. Several case studies of some protocols have been conducted with SMGA, such as Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP) [15], a communication protocol, Qlock and MCS protocols [3, 16, 5, 6] shared-memory mutual exclusion protocols, and Suzuki-Kasami protocol [4], a distributed mutual exclusion protocol, to demonstrate its power.

Nowadays, autonomous vehicles or self-driving cars are a trend of the era. They have many potentials that make humans more convenient. The Lim-Jeong-Park-Lee autonomous vehicle intersection control protocol (the LJPL protocol) [12] is one possible way to handle traffic control management for intersections through which vehicles/cars pass. It also has been formally specified in Maude by Moe et al. [2]. Thus, it is ready to graphically animate the LJPL protocol with SMGA so as to demonstrate that SMGA can be applied to protocols of autonomous vehicles/self-driving cars. Our motivations of the work described in the present paper are two-fold: (1) we would like to show that SMGA
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can be applied to a wide class of protocols/systems, and (2) we would like to be prepared by conjecturing non-trivial characteristics for future formal proofs that the LJPL protocol enjoys some desired properties. The LJPL protocol was taken for motivation (1) as written. Moe et al. [2] conducted some model checking experiments for the LJPL protocol but did not do any formal proofs for the protocol. Standard model checking cannot guarantee that protocols/systems surely enjoy desired properties in general, although it is good at finding counterexamples. It would be necessary to use theorem proving so as to guarantee that protocols/systems surely enjoy desired properties. Formal proofs that the LJPL protocol enjoys desired properties is one piece of our future work for which we must use several lemmas. Motivation (2) is for this purpose.

We need to carefully make a state picture design in order to produce good graphical animations because it is considered a core task of the tool [5]. To make a state picture design, we first specify the protocol in Maude. The specification, however, contains some observable components whose values are composite (over one component value inside). It is non-trivial to deal with composite data with SMGA. One possible way to visualize such a composite value is to add extra observable components each of which stores a copy of a (component) value that composes the composite value, where observable components are what constitute states in our way to specify state machines and extra observable components play roles as auxiliary/ghost variables used in formal verification. This option may make state expressions unnecessarily complex. We did not take this option but have revised the tool so that users can design a state picture to be able to display (each component of) a composite value explicitly. Even if the number of vehicles is fixed, the LJPL protocol has multiple initial states. Given a natural number \( n \), we make a flexible state picture design so that any initial states in which the number of vehicles is up to \( n \) can be handled. Some characteristics are then guessed by observing graphical animations generated from the design. The characteristics are also confirmed with Maude [7]. Some lessons learned are summarized as tips on how to design a good state picture with observable components whose values are composite.

In the conference version [14] of the present paper, the visual representations of vehicles (or vehicle statuses) on each lane did not preserve the actual order of the vehicles on the lane. We have also revised SMGA so that it is possible to make a state picture design that preserves such an order. In the conference version [14], any information on conflict and concurrent lanes for each lane was not displayed. We have revised the state picture design so that such information can be visualized.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 mentions some preliminaries such as state machines, Maude, and SMGA. Sect. 3 introduces the LJPL protocol. Sect. 4 describes formal specification of the LJPL protocol in Maude. In Sect. 5, we describe how to graphically animate the LJPL protocol. We discuss some ideas of how to handle observable components whose values are composite. Some characteristics of the LJPL protocol are then guessed by observing its graphical animations and confirmed by model checking in Sect. 6. Sect. 7 summarizes lessons learned as tips on how to design a state picture with composite data. Sect. 8 mentions some related work. Finally, we conclude the present paper in Sect. 9.

All of the state pictures and state sequences for SMGA presented in this paper are available at https://bddd.bitbucket.io/.

2. Preliminaries

A state machine \( M \equiv (S, I, T) \) consists of a set \( S \) of states, a set \( I \subseteq S \) of initial states, and a binary relation \( T \subseteq S \times S \) over states. \((s, s') \in T\) is called a state transition and may be written as \( s \xrightarrow{M} s' \). The set \( R \subseteq S \) of reachable states with respect to \( M \) is inductively defined as follows: (1) for each \( s \in I \), \( s \in R \) and (2) for each \((s, s') \in T\), if \( s \in R \), then \( s' \in R \). A state predicate \( p \) is an invariant property with respect to \( M \) if and only if \( p(s) \) holds for all \( s \in R \). A finite sequence \( s_0, \ldots, s_i, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_n \) of states is called a finite computation of \( M \) if \( s_0 \in I \) and \((s_i, s_{i+1}) \in T\) for each \( i = 0, \ldots, n - 1 \).

In this paper, to express a state of \( S \), we use a braced associative-commutative collection of name-value pairs. Associative-commutative collections are called soups, and name-value pairs are called observable components. That is, a state is expressed as a braced soup of observable components. The juxtaposition operator is used as the constructor of soups. Let \( oc1, oc2, oc3 \) be observable components, and then \( oc1 oc2 oc3 \) is the soup of those three observable components. A state is expressed as \( \{ oc1 \, oc2 \, oc3 \} \). There are multiple possible ways to specify state transitions. In this paper, we use Maude [7], a programming/specification language based on rewriting logic, to specify them as rewrite rules. Maude makes it possible to specify complex systems flexibly and is also equipped with model checking facilities (a reachability analyzer and an LTL model checker). A rewrite rule starts with the keyword \( r1 \), followed by a label enclosed with square brackets and a colon, two patterns (terms that may contain variables) connected with \( =\), and ends with a full stop. A conditional one starts with the keyword \( cr1 \) and has a condition following the keyword \( if \) before a full stop. The following is a condition of a formal rewrite rule:

\[
\text{cr1} [lb] : l \Rightarrow r \text{ if } \ldots \land c_i \land \ldots
\]

where \( lb \) is a label and \( c_i \) is part of the condition, which may be an equation \( lc_i = rc_i \) or a matching equation \( lc_i : = rc_i \). The negation of \( lc_i = rc_i \) could be written as \( (lc_i \neq \Rightarrow rc_i) = \text{true} \), where \( \text{true} \) could be omitted. For a given subject term \( t \), if there exist a sub-term \( t' \) of \( t \) and a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( t' = \sigma(l) \) and the condition \( \ldots \land c_i \land \ldots \) holds under \( \sigma \), \( t' \) in \( t \) is replaced with \( \sigma'(r) \), where \( \sigma' \) is a substitution obtained by \( \sigma \) and substitutions calculated by matching equations. For \( lc_i : = rc_i \), \( lc_i \) may have new variables that do not appear in \( l \) and the other matching equations so far, while \( rc_i \) does not
have such new variables. \( l_i := r_i \) holds if and only if there exists a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( \sigma_i(\sigma''(l_i)) = \sigma''(r_i) \), where \( \sigma'' \) is a substitution obtained by \( \sigma \) and substitutions calculated by the matching equations so far.

Maude provides the search command that allows finding a state reachable from \( t \) such that the state matches \( p \) and satisfies \( c \):

\[
\text{search } [n,m] \text{ in } \text{MOD} : t \Rightarrow^* p \text{ such that } c.
\]

where \( \text{MOD} \) is the name of the module specifying the state machine, and \( n \) and \( m \) are optional arguments stating a bound on the number of desired solutions and the maximum depth of the search, respectively. \( n \) typically is 1 and \( t \) typically represents an initial state of the state machine.

State Machine Graphical Animation (SMGA) is a tool developed by Nguyen and Ogata [15]. SMGA does not automatically produce visual state picture design but it allows human users to design a good state picture. An input requires a state picture designed by humans and a state sequence generated by Maude. An output is graphical animations based on series of pictures in which each state is displayed based on the state picture design. There are two ways to visualize the observable component at each state that temporarily called (1) text display and (2) mark display. For example, one state that simulates a clock is specified as follows:

\[
\{(hh: 10) (mm: 59) (ss: 59)\}
\]

where hh, mm, and ss are observable components receiving 10, 59, and 59 as their values, respectively. The following figure displays a state picture design (on the left-hand side), and a state picture (on the right-hand side) of the example in which hh is presented as (2) (mark display), mm and ss are presented as (1) (text display).

![State Picture Example](image)

**3. Lim-Jeong-Park-Lee Autonomous Vehicle Intersection Control Protocol**

Unlike the traditional traffic light mechanism, which has a drawback in choosing the optimal time and cycles of light signals with the different numbers of vehicles in different lanes of various intersections, the LJPL protocol provides an efficient solution to manage the traffic of intersections. Suppose that vehicles run on the right-hand side of a street and each side of a street has two lanes as shown in Figure 1. We also suppose that when a vehicle is crossing the intersection, if it is running on the right lane of its moving direction, then it can only go straight or turn right. On the other hand, if the vehicle is crossing the intersection on the left lane, it can only turn left.

For each lane, two relations between it and the other lanes are introduced as follows:

- **conflict lanes**: the conflict lanes of lane \( i \) are lane \( j \) for \( j = (i + 2) \% 8, (i + 5) \% 8, (i + 6) \% 8, (i + 7) \% 8 \) if \( i = 0, 2, 4, 6 \); and \( j = (i + 1) \% 8, (i + 2) \% 8, (i + 3) \% 8, (i + 6) \% 8 \) if \( i = 1, 3, 5, 7 \) (where \( \% \) is the modulo operation). For example, lane0 and lane2 are conflict, meaning that vehicles on lane0 and those on lane2 are not allowed to go through the intersection simultaneously.

- **concurrent lanes**: the concurrent lanes of lane \( i \) are lane \( j \) for \( j = (i + 1) \% 8, (i + 3) \% 8, (i + 4) \% 8 \) if \( i = 0, 2, 4, 6 \); and \( j = (i + 4) \% 8, (i + 5) \% 8, (i + 7) \% 8 \) if \( i = 1, 3, 5, 7 \). For example, lane0 and lane4 are concurrent, meaning that vehicles on those two lanes are allowed to go through the intersection simultaneously.

Each vehicle has as its status one of the following five values: running, approaching, stopped, crossing, or crossed as its status. Let us note that Lim et al. do not use running & approaching statuses in the paper [12] and they use passing & passed statuses instead of crossing & crossed, respectively. There are eight queues of vehicles, each of them is associated with one of eight lanes. When a vehicle is far enough from the intersection, its status value is running, and when the vehicle is approaching the intersection shortly enough, its status changes to approaching, and its ID is enqueued into the queue associated with its lane. A vehicle is supposed to never change the lane and never pass the vehicles in front of it after its status changes to approaching. After a vehicles becomes approaching as its status, its status becomes stopped, which means that the vehicle stops in front of the intersection. Furthermore, the vehicle becomes lead if there is not any other vehicle whose status value is stopped in front of it; otherwise, it becomes non-lead. Note that there are two possible cases such that the vehicle becomes lead: (1) the vehicle is the top of the queue (i.e., there
is no other vehicle in front of it on the lane), and (2) there is another vehicle in front of it on the lane whose status value is crossing.

Every lead vehicle checks if there is no vehicle on any conflict lane crossing the intersection and the time given to it is earlier than those given to the lead vehicles on the conflict lanes (i.e., it arrives at the intersection earlier than any others). If so, the lead vehicle is allowed to go through the intersection, and its status changes to crossing. At the same time all non-lead vehicles following the lead vehicle and statuses are stopped are also allowed to go through the intersection together with the lead and their statuses also change to crossing. When a vehicle has crossed the intersection, the status of the vehicle becomes crossed and its ID is dequeued from the queue.

Some information needs to be exchanged among lead vehicles to synchronize the protocol (e.g., comparing the arrival times). Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 describe how a lead vehicle whose status value is stopped on a lane exchanges information with the lead vehicles on the four conflict lanes.

Algorithm 1. Basic IVC protocol (active thread)

1: begin at each round
2: \( \text{vehicle}_{\text{target}} \leftarrow \text{selectVehicle}(); \)
3: \( \text{send(information}_{\text{local}}, \text{vehicle}_{\text{target}}); \)
4: \( \text{information}_{\text{target}} \leftarrow \text{receive(vehi\( \text{cle}_{\text{target}}));} \)
5: \( \text{updateInformation(information}_{\text{local}}, \)
\( \text{information}_{\text{target}}); \)
6: end

Algorithm 2. Basic IVC protocol (passive thread)

1: repeat
2: \( \text{vehicle}_{\text{target}} \leftarrow \text{waitForVehicle}(); \)
3: \( \text{information}_{\text{target}} \leftarrow \text{receive(vehi\( \text{cle}_{\text{target}}));} \)
4: \( \text{information}_{\text{target}} \leftarrow \text{receive(vehi\( \text{cle}_{\text{target}}));} \)
5: \( \text{send(information}_{\text{local}}, \text{vehicle}_{\text{target}}); \)
6: until forever

where IVC stands for inter-vehicle-communication [12] and \( \text{information}_{v} \), for \( v = \text{local}, \text{target} \) consists of the following information:

- \( \text{lane} \): Lane number from 0 to 7
- \( \text{arrivalTime} \): Arrival time for its own vehicle
- \( \text{arrivalTime}_{\text{lead}} \): Arrival time for the lead vehicle
- \( \text{lead} \): True or false
- \( \text{conflictLane} \): List of conflict lanes
- \( \text{concurrentLane} \): List of concurrent lanes
- \( \text{concurrentLanePassing} \): List of concurrent lanes for passing vehicles
- \( \text{status} \): stopped, passing, or passed

Let us repeat again that in the present paper, we use crossing & crossed instead of passing & passed; and we add running & approaching as the \( \text{status} \) values.

The LJPL protocol itself is described as Algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3. Mutual exclusion algorithm via IVC

1: begin initialization
2: \( \text{inforVehicles}_{i[j]} \leftarrow \text{null}, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, \maxlane\} \), \( \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, \maxvehicle\}; \)
3: end

4: begin when entering the intersection
5: \( \text{lane} \leftarrow \text{getLaneNum}(); \)
6: \( \text{arrivalTime} \leftarrow \text{getCurrentTime}(); \)
7: if no vehicle on the lane,
\( \text{where status} == \text{stopped} \) then
8: \( \text{lead} \leftarrow \text{true}; \)
9: \( \text{arrivalTime}_{\text{lead}} \leftarrow \text{arrivalTime}; \)
10: else
11: \( \text{lead} \leftarrow \text{false}; \)
12: endif
13: \( \text{status} \leftarrow \text{stopped}; \)
14: end

15: begin at each cycle
16: update \( \text{inforVehicles}_{i[j]} \) according to Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2;
17: check \( \text{inforVehicles}_{\text{conflictLane}} \) for passing the intersection;
18: if \( \text{passingCondition}() \) then
19: \( \text{status} \leftarrow \text{passing}; \)
20: move and cross the intersection;
21: endif
22: end

23: begin when exiting the intersection
24: \( \text{status} \leftarrow \text{passed}; \)
25: end

26: function \( \text{passingCondition}() \)
27: if \( \exists \text{status} \in \text{inforVehicles}_{\text{conflictLane}} \) \( > \text{arrivalTime}_{\text{lead}} \) and
\( \forall \text{status} \in \text{inforVehicles}_{\text{conflictLane}} \) \( == \text{stopped} \) then
28: return true;
29: else if \( \exists \text{status} \in \text{inforVehicles}_{\text{concurrentLane}} \) \( == \text{passing} \) and
\( \exists \text{lane} \in \{\text{lane}_n, \forall n \in \{0, \ldots, \maxlane\} \mid \text{status} == \text{passing} \) and
\( \forall \text{arrivalTime}_{\text{lead}} \in \text{inforVehicles}_{\text{concurrentLanePassing}} \) \( > \text{arrivalTime}_{\text{lead}} \) then
30: return true;
31: else
32: return false;
33: end function

4. Specification of LJPL Protocol in Maude

As written, in this paper, a state is expressed as a braced soup of observable components. Let \( b \) is a Boolean value, \( q \)
is a queue of vehicle IDs (i.e., a queue of natural numbers because natural numbers are used as vehicle IDs). Let \( vid \), \( lid \), \( t \), \( Lt \) are natural numbers, where \( vid \) and \( lid \) represent a vehicle ID and a lane ID, respectively, while \( t \) and \( Lt \) represent the time. To formalize the LJPL protocol as a state machine \( M_{LJPL} \), we use the following observable components:

- \((\text{clock} : t, b)\) - it says that the current time is \( t \). \( \text{clock} \) represents the global clock shared by all vehicles. Initially, the first parameter of \( \text{clock} \) is set to 0 and will increment. However, if time is allowed to increase without any constraints, the reachable state space will quickly explode. That is the reason why we introduce the second component \( b \) such that \( t \) only can increment when \( b \) is true. That is, whenever \( b \) is true, \( t \) can increment and \( b \) becomes false, and when a vehicle obtains the current time \( t \) (without changing \( t \)), \( b \) becomes true.

- \((\text{v}[vid] : lid, vstat, t, Lt)\) - it says that the vehicle \( vid \) is running on the lane \( lid \), its current status is \( vstat \), it arrives at the intersection at the time \( t \), and the lead vehicle of the lane \( lid \) reaches the intersection at the time \( Lt \).

- \((\text{lane}[lid] : q)\) - it says that the queue of vehicles running on lane \( lid \) is \( q \).

- \((\text{gstat} : gstat)\) - it says whether all vehicles concerned have crossed, where \( \text{gstat} \) is either \( \text{fin} \) or \( \text{nFin} \). When it is \( \text{fin} \), all vehicles concerned have crossed the intersection.

Each state in \( S_{LJPL} \) is expressed as \( \{obs\} \), where \( obs \) is a subset of those observable components. We suppose that five vehicles (from 0 to 4) participate in the LJPL protocol such that two vehicles are running on lane0, one vehicle is running on lane1, and two vehicles are running on lane5. The initial state of \( I_{LJPL} \), namely \( \text{init} \), is defined as follows:

\[
\{\text{gstat} : \text{nFin} \} \ (\text{clock} : 0, \text{false}) \ (\text{lane}[0] : oo) \\
(\text{lane}[1] : oo) \ (\text{lane}[2] : oo) \ (\text{lane}[3] : oo) \\
(\text{lane}[7] : oo) \ (\text{v}[0] : 0, \text{running}, oo, oo) \\
(\text{v}[1] : 0, \text{running}, oo, oo) \ (\text{v}[2] : 1, \text{running}, oo, oo) \\
(\text{v}[3] : 5, \text{running}, oo, oo) \ (\text{v}[4] : 5, \text{running}, oo, oo) \\
(\text{v}[oo] : 0, \text{stopped}, oo, oo) \ (\text{v}[oo] : 1, \text{stopped}, oo, oo) \\
(\text{v}[oo] : 2, \text{stopped}, oo, oo) \ (\text{v}[oo] : 3, \text{stopped}, oo, oo) \\
(\text{v}[oo] : 4, \text{stopped}, oo, oo) \ (\text{v}[oo] : 5, \text{stopped}, oo, oo) \\
(\text{v}[oo] : 6, \text{stopped}, oo, oo) \ (\text{v}[oo] : 7, \text{stopped}, oo, oo) \\
\]

Initially, \( \text{gstat} \) is set to \( \text{nFin} \), the value of the global clock is 0. Since the second value of the \( \text{clock} \) observable component is \( \text{false} \), the abstract notion of the current time cannot increment. Each queue associated with each lane only consists of \( oo \) (denoting \( \infty \)), saying that there is no vehicle on the lane close enough to the intersection. \( \text{v}[0] \) & \( \text{v}[1] \) represent the two vehicles running on lane0, \( \text{v}[2] \) represents the vehicle running on lane1, and \( \text{v}[3] \) & \( \text{v}[4] \) represent the two vehicles running on lane5. There are eight \( \text{v}[oo] \) observable components that are used to represent dummy vehicles.

12 rewrite rules are used to specify \( T_{LJPL} \). Let \( OCs \) and \( \text{OCs}' \) be Maude variables of observable component soups, \( T \), \( T' \) and \( \text{T}' \) be Maude variables of natural numbers, and \( b \) is a Maude variable of Boolean values. When all vehicles have crossed the intersection, the state does not change anything, which is specified by the following two rewrite rules:

- **r1 [stutter]**:
  \[\{(\text{gstat} : \text{fin}) \ \text{OCs}\} \rightarrow \{(\text{gstat} : \text{fin}) \ \text{OCs}\} \]

- **crl [fin]**:
  \[\{(\text{gstat} : \text{nFin}) \ \text{OCs}\} \rightarrow \{(\text{gstat} : \text{fin}) \ \text{OCs}\) if \( \text{fin}?(\text{OCs}) \)

where \( \text{fin}?(\text{OCs}) \) returns true iff all vehicles in \( \text{OCs} \) have crossed the intersection.

The rewrite rule **tick** is defined to specify the behavior of the global clock:

- **r1 [tick]**:
  \[\{(\text{gstat} : \text{nFin}) \ (\text{clock} : T, \text{true}) \ \text{OCs}\} \rightarrow \{(\text{gstat} : \text{nFin}) \ (\text{clock} : (T + 1), \text{false}) \ \text{OCs}\} \]

The rewrite rule says that if the second value of the \( \text{clock} \) observable component is \( \text{true} \), the abstract notion of the current time \( T \) increments and the second value becomes \( \text{false} \).

Two rules are used to specify a set of transitions that change a vehicle status from running to approaching as follows:

- **r1 [approach1]**:
  \[\{(\text{gstat} : \text{nFin}) \ (\text{clock} : T, B) \ (\text{lane}[L1] : oo) \ (\text{v}[V1] : \text{LI}, \text{running}, oo, oo) \ \text{OCs}\} \rightarrow \{(\text{gstat} : \text{nFin}) \ (\text{clock} : T, \text{true}) \ (\text{lane}[L1] : \text{VI}) \ (\text{v}[V1] : \text{LI}, \text{approaching}, T, oo) \ \text{OCs}\} \]

- **r1 [approach2]**:
  \[\{(\text{gstat} : \text{nFin}) \ (\text{clock} : T, B) \ (\text{v}[V1] : \text{LI}, \text{running}, oo, oo) \ (\text{lane}[L1] : \text{VI}) \ (\text{v}[V1] : \text{LI}, \text{approaching}, T, oo) \ \text{OCs}\} \rightarrow \{(\text{gstat} : \text{nFin}) \ (\text{clock} : T, \text{true}) \ (\text{lane}[L1] : \text{VI}') \ (\text{v}[V1] : \text{VI} ; \text{VS} ; \text{VI}') \ \text{OCs}\} \]

where \( \text{LI} \), \( \text{VI} \), \( \text{V1} \), \( \text{VS} \) are Maude variables of natural numbers, \( \text{VS} \) is a Maude variable of queues of natural numbers and \( oo \), and \( ; \) is the constructor of queues. Note that \( ; \) is declared as an associative binary operator and each natural number or \( oo \) is declared as a singleton queue. Thus, \( \text{VI} ; \text{VS} ; \text{VI}' \) denotes the queue obtained by putting \( \text{VI} \) into the queue denoted as \( \text{VI}' ; \text{VS} \) at the end. The first rewrite rule specifies the case in which there is no vehicle close enough to the intersection on the lane where the vehicle is running, while the second one deals with the case in which there exists at least one vehicle close enough to the intersection on the lane.

Three rewrite rules are used to specify a set of transitions that change a vehicle status from approaching to stopped as follows:
where \( V S \) is a Maude variable of queues. The first rewrite rule specifies the case in which \( V I \) is the top of the queue (i.e., \( V I \) will be lead on the lane). The second one deals with the case in which there exists another vehicle \( V I ' \) in front of the vehicle \( V I \) such that \( V I ' \) is stopped (\( V I ' \) will be non-lead on the lane). The last one specifies the case in which there exists another vehicle \( V I ' \) in front of the vehicle \( V I \) such that the status of \( V I ' \) is crossing (\( V I ' \) will be lead on the lane).

Two rewrite rules enter1 and enter2 are used to specify a set of transitions that change a lead vehicle status from stopped to crossing. enter1 deals with the case in which the ID of the lane on which the lead vehicle is located is even and enter2 deals with the case in which it is odd. enter1 is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{cr1 [enter1]} : \{(v[VI]: LI, stopped, T, oo) \\
& \quad (\text{gstat: nFin}) (\text{lane}[LI]: (VI ; VS)) \text{ OCs}
\Rightarrow \{(gstat: nFin) (v[VI]: LI, stopped, T, T) \\
& \quad (\text{lane}[LI]: (VI ; VS)) \text{ OCs}\}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{r1 [check3]} : \{(v[VI]: LI, crossing, T, oo) \\
& \quad (\text{gstat: nFin}) (v[VI']: LI, crossing, T, T') \\
& \quad (\text{lane}[LI]: (V S'; VI'; VI ; VS)) \text{ OCs}
\Rightarrow \{(gstat: nFin) (v[VI]: LI, stopped, T, T') \\
& \quad (v[VI']: LI, stopped, T', T') \\
& \quad (\text{lane}[LI]: (V S'; VI'; VI ; VS)) \text{ OCs}\}.
\end{align*}
\]

where \( V S' \) is a Maude variable of queues. The first rewrite rule specifies the case in which \( V I \) is the top of the queue (i.e., \( V I \) will be lead on the lane). The second one deals with the case in which there exists another vehicle \( V I ' \) in front of the vehicle \( V I \) such that \( V I ' \) is stopped (\( V I ' \) will be non-lead on the lane). The last one specifies the case in which there exists another vehicle \( V I ' \) in front of the vehicle \( V I \) such that the status of \( V I ' \) is crossing (\( V I ' \) will be lead on the lane).

Two rewrite rules enter1 and enter2 are used to specify a set of transitions that change a lead vehicle status from stopped to crossing. enter1 deals with the case in which the ID of the lane on which the lead vehicle is located is even and enter2 deals with the case in which it is odd. enter1 is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{cr1 [enter1]} : \{(v[VI]: LI, stopped, T, T) \\
& \quad (\text{gstat: nFin}) (\text{lane}[LI]: (VI ; VS)) \text{ OCs}
\Rightarrow \{(gstat: nFin) (v[VI]: LI, stopped, T, T) \\
& \quad (\text{lane}[LI]: (VI ; VS)) \text{ OCs}\}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{r1 [check1]} : \{(v[VI]: VI1, approaching, T, oo) \\
& \quad (\text{gstat: nFin}) (\text{lane}[LI]: (VI ; VS)) \text{ OCs}
\Rightarrow \{(gstat: nFin) (v[VI]: LI, stopped, T, T) \\
& \quad (\text{lane}[LI]: (VI ; VS)) \text{ OCs}\}.
\end{align*}
\]

where \( L I i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \) are Maude variables of natural numbers, \( V I i \) and \( T j \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \) and \( j = 11, 12, \ldots, 41, 42 \) are Maude variables of natural numbers & \( V S i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \) are Maude variables of queues, \( V St i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \) are Maude variables of vehicle statuses, and \( O C s i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \) are Maude variables of observable component soups. isEven(LI) holds if LI is even. The rewrite rule checks if all lead vehicles of the four conflict lanes (i.e., LI1, LI2, LI3, and LI4) are not crossing the intersection and the arrival time of the vehicle VI is less than all arrival times of the lead vehicles on the conflict lanes. If the conditions are satisfied, the status of vehicle VI is changed to crossing from stopped and the statuses of all vehicles that follow VI and whose statuses are stopped also become crossing, which is done by letCross(VS, OCs).

The rewrite rule enter2 can be defined likewise. There are also two more rewrite rules leave1 and leave2 that are used to specify a set of transitions changing a vehicle status to crossed from crossing. All of them can be found from the webpage presented in Sect. 1.
5. Graphical Animation of LJPL Protocol

5.1. Idea

At the beginning of the work, we needed to deal with a problem of how to design a good state picture so that it can display well a composite value of some observable component. At that time, the version of SMGA was only able to visualize observable components whose value is text or designated place. The tool, however, was not able to display specific components inside the composite values of the observable components. For example, considering the following observable component: \((time: (YY, MM, DD))\), SMGA was not able to display the value “YY”, “MM”, or “DD”. Therefore, we have modified the specification by adding some observable components that do not affect the behavior of the protocol. With the example above, three observable components are added: \((year: YY) (month: MM) (day: DD) (time: (YY, MM, DD))\). This is the key idea to make the tool be able to produce good graphical animations for the LJPL protocol in particular and display observable components whose values are composite in general.

It is convenient for users if SMGA supports a functionality that can explicitly visualize specific component inside the composite values of the observable components without adding unneeded observable components. Therefore, we have revised the tool to support the functionality. The key idea is to add \# followed by a natural number (start from 0) that represents a position inside the composite value of an observable component. For example, with the following composite value \((time: (YY, MM, DD(hh, mm, ss)))\), where its third component is also a composite value that consists of \(hh\), \(mm\) and \(ss\), we can extract the value \(mm\) by the notation \(time#2#1\), where 2 denotes the third position of \(time\)’s value (i.e., \(DD(hh, mm, ss)\)), and 1 denotes the second position inside \(DD\) (i.e., \(mm\)). Therefore, users can display the component as a text or a designated place with the new functionality provided by SMGA.

5.2. State Picture Design

In SMGA, designing a good state picture is an important task because it can help humans better perceive the characteristics of the protocol [5]. In our way to formalize the LJPL protocol, each state is expressed as a braced soup of observable components. Multiple similar observable components, such as \(v\) observable components, are used. \(v\) observable components contain values whose types are the same, such as the lane ID \((\text{laneID})\) and the \(status\) \((\text{vStat})\) of a vehicle. By following the similarity principle of Gestalt [20, 19], they should be put together. Furthermore, the laneID of a vehicle cannot be changed and hence we fix it as a constant text. We then come up with a state picture design for the initial state \(\text{init}\) mentioned in the previous section (shown in Figure 2). A state picture generated from the state picture design is depicted in Figure 3.

In Figure 2, there are eight arrow shapes representing eight lanes. A lane representation designed is as follows:

There are three colors: light green, pink, and light yellow that represent three statuses crossing, stopped, and approaching, respectively. For example, the status values of the fourth and fifth vehicles (i.e., \(v3\) and \(v4\)) in the following figure are approaching:

Two status values running and crossed representations used in Figure 2 are as follows:

Figure 4: A state picture design for the LJPL protocol (2)
A rectangle whose color is light cyan represents the status running. A rectangle whose color is white represents the status crossed. For example, the status values of the first and third vehicles (i.e., v0 and v2) in the following figure are running and crossed, respectively:

![Diagram showing status running and crossed]

The design of the clock representation used in Figure 2 is as follows:

```
clock
  🟥 □ □ □ □
```

The value of the clock consists of two pieces of information: a natural number and a Boolean value (mentioned in Sect. 4). Three blue squares represent the natural number from 0 to 2. If the value of the natural number is 0, the first blue square is displayed. A red circle represents the Boolean value. If the value is `true`, a red circle is displayed, otherwise, nothing is displayed. For example, when the value of the natural number is 1, and the Boolean value is `false`, those values are displayed as follows:

```
clock
  □ □ □ 🟥
```

The design of the time arrivals of vehicles representation used in Figure 2 are as follows:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>v0</th>
<th>v1</th>
<th>v2</th>
<th>v3</th>
<th>v4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="time-arrivals.png" alt="Time Arrival" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

In each horizontal line, three blue squares represent the value of the time arrival (from 0 to 2). If nothing is displayed, the value is `∞`. If the value is 0, the first blue square is displayed. For example, the figure below displays the case when the value of the first vehicle is `∞`, the values of the four other vehicles are 0:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>v0</th>
<th>v1</th>
<th>v2</th>
<th>v3</th>
<th>v4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="time-arrivals.png" alt="Time Arrival" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The design of the gstat representation used in Figure 2 is as follows:

```
f(abcdef)
```

If the value of gstat is `fin`, the circle and text is displayed, otherwise, nothing is displayed.

Figure 5 shows a state picture in which the initial state contains one vehicle in each lane1, lane2, lane4, lane6, and lane7, two vehicles in lane0, and three vehicles in lane5. It indicates that users need to redesign a new state picture since the initial state is changed. We design a flexible state picture such that it can be used when the number of vehicles participating in the protocol is small enough. Figure 7 displays the flexible state picture design, in which each lane can contain up to four vehicles, the value of the natural number of clock, and the value of the time arrival are up to 6.

### 5.3. Graphical Animation of LJPL Protocol

Figure 6 shows a state sequence for the LJPL protocol based on the state picture design depicted in Figure 5. Six pictures correspond to six consecutive states from State 13 to State 18 in one state sequence randomly generated by Maude. Those pictures follow the rewrite rules mentioned in 4, such as State 17 is the successor of State 16 by the rewrite rule `leave1`. Taking a look at the first picture (State 13) immediately makes us recognize that each of lane0 and lane5 contains two vehicles whose status values are stopped, each of lane6 and lane7 contains one vehicle whose status value is approaching, each of lane1 and lane2 contains one vehicle whose status value is stopped, the values of time arrival of those vehicles are equal to 0 except two vehicles whose status values are running have time arrival `∞`. Taking a look at State 13 and State 14 immediately makes us recognize that v12’s status changes from approaching to stopped. Taking a look at State 15 to State 17 immediately makes us recognize that v2’s status changes from approaching to stopped and finally to crossed, and v4’s status value changes from running to approaching.

Figure 8 shows another state sequence. Three pictures correspond to three consecutive states from State 27 to State 29. Taking a look at State 27 and State 28 makes us immediately recognize that three vehicles can change the status from stopped to crossing at the same time. It is interesting because crossing is regarded as the critical section such that
at most one vehicle should be located in the critical section at the same time. Taking a look at the State 28 makes us immediately recognize a case such that there exist two vehicles running on two different lanes, and their statuses are crossing. It can be explained that two vehicles running on two concurrent lanes (e.g., lane5 and lane2) are allowed to cross the intersection simultaneously.

5.4. Preservation of the Order of Vehicles on each Lane

In graphical animations of the LJPL protocol produced in our conference paper [14], the order of vehicles on each lane in each state picture instance may be different from the actual order of the vehicles on the lane. For example, in State 13 appearing in Figure 6, there are two \( v_0 \) and \( v_1 \) on lane0. \( v_1 \) is the first vehicle and \( v_0 \) is the second one on the state picture instance (State 13), while the \( \text{lane}[0] \) observable component has \( v_0 \); \( v_1 \) as its value, meaning that \( v_0 \) is the first vehicle and \( v_1 \) is the second one. This difference is not good because human users may mis-understand something about State 13 by looking at the state picture. This is because the version of SMGA available when our conference paper [14] was written required us to fix the position for each vehicle on each lane when the vehicle status is one of the three statuses (approaching, stopped and crossing). Therefore, \( v_1 \) is always in front of \( v_0 \) in the state picture design used in the conference version even though \( v_0 \) is actually in front of \( v_1 \) when the statuses of both \( v_0 \) and \( v_1 \) are one of the three statuses.

One possible way to solve the situation is to use text display (see Sect. 2) to visualize queues of \( \text{lane} \) observable components. However, it is impossible to extract each vehicles’ statuses from the queues because the queues only consists of vehicle IDs. For example, when the \( \text{lane}[0] \) observable component has \( v_0 \); \( v_1 \) as its value, the text \( v_0 \); \( v_1 \) is displayed. Because vehicles statuses are one piece of essential information of the protocol, this approach is not good enough.

We took a different approach. We have revised SMGA so that the tool can use mark display (see Sect. 2) to visualize queues of \( \text{lane} \) observable components so as to visualize vehicles statuses effectively. When a vehicle is in one of the three statuses, its ID is always displayed at a fixed
For example, the design of the arrow shape for lane 5 is as follows:

We suppose that there are three vehicles $v_3$, $v_4$ and $v_{10}$ on lane 5. The design is made so that each of the three vehicles can be displayed at any of the three possible positions on each arrow sub-shape (note that there are three arrow sub-shapes on the lane).

When the value (queue) of the $\text{lane}[i]$ observable component is displayed, SMGA checks the status of each vehicle $j$ in the queue by looking at the second component ($v\text{stat}$) of the $v[j]$ observable component. For example, when there are three vehicles $v_3$, $v_4$ and $v_{10}$ on lane 5 such that $v_3$ and $v_4$ are crossing and $v_{10}$ is stopped, they are displayed as shown in Figure 9. The state picture respects the order of the three vehicles $v_3$, $v_4$ and $v_{10}$ on lane 5.

Figure 10 shows a sequence of state pictures produced by the latest version of SMGA that corresponds to the sequence of state pictures shown in Figure 8. Each state picture appearing in Figure 10 preserves the order of vehicles on each lane, while each state picture appearing in Figure 8 does not necessarily preserves the order.

5.5. Visualization of Conflict and Concurrent Lanes

For each of the eight lanes, there are four conflict and three concurrent lanes. In graphical animations of the LJPL protocol produced in our conference paper [14], any information on conflict and concurrent lanes is displayed. Information on conflict and concurrent lanes is not very static because each lane has different conflict and concurrent lanes. Furthermore, information on conflict and concurrent lanes is not stored in any observable components. Thus, such information cannot be handled as any other information, such as the status of each vehicle and the lane information. Be-
cause information on conflict and concurrent lanes is crucial for the LJPL protocol, it should be visualized.

Our approach to visualization of information on conflict and concurrent lanes is as follows. We make each text “lane $i$” for $i = 0, 1, \ldots, 7$ on each state picture clickable. Initially, each text “lane $i$” is displayed in black. When “lane $i$” is clicked, its four conflict lane texts become red and its three concurrent lane texts become blue, while “lane $i$” is kept black. For example, when “lane 5” is clicked, each “lane $j$” for $j = 0, 3, 6, 7$ becomes red and each “lane $k$” for $k = 1, 2, 4$ becomes blue. Even while playing a graphical animation, each “lane $i$” can be clicked. Figure 11 shows four state pictures in which “lane 5”, “lane 0”, “lane 2” and “lane 6”, respectively. The functionality that visualizes the conflict and concurrent lanes of “lane $i$” by clicking “lane $i$” is called the conflict/concurrent lane interaction functionality.

Let us note that there are four state pictures in Figure 11 but they represent one state (State 15). State 15 is an example in which a deadlock situation occurs, when no vehicle will cross the intersection. It is reported by Moe et al. [2] that the original LJPL protocol does not enjoy the deadlock freedom property. When the lead arrival times of the two top vehicles on two conflict lanes are exactly the same, the original LJPL protocol cannot select one of the two vehicles. Moe et al. [2] propose that when that is the case, one vehicle whose lane ID is less than the other vehicle’s lane ID is selected. We use the revised protocol by Moe et al. [2] in the following sections.

6. Confirmation of Guessed Characteristics with Maude

We first guess four characteristics by observing graphical animations of the LJPL protocol and confirm them with the Maude search command. We then describe one seeming characteristic by observing graphical animations of the LJPL protocol. The characteristic is refuted by the Maude search command. We revise the characteristic and confirm it by the Maude search command. Let $\text{init}$ be the initial state.
6.1. Four Characteristics Guessed and Confirmed

Observing some graphical animations, we first see that the status of a vehicle sometimes does not change when the value of clock changes (shown at State 15 in Figure 6). Carefully focusing on the value of clock, we guess that when the Boolean value of clock is false, the arrival time of any vehicle cannot be greater than the first value of clock. The characteristic can be confirmed by the Maude search command as follows:

\[
\text{search } \{1\} \text{ in RIMUTEX : init } \Rightarrow^* \{\text{clock: T,false) (v[VI]: LI,VS,T1,T2) OCs}\} \text{ such that } T1 \geq T \text{ and } T1 \neq oo .
\]

The search command above tries to find a reachable state in which the arrival time \( T1 \) of a vehicle \( VI \) is equal to the first value \( T \) of clock and the status of the vehicle is running. Maude does not find any reachable state that satisfies the condition from the state init. Consequently, the guessed characteristic is confirmed with the initial state init.

Observing some graphical animations with the conflict/concurrent lane interaction functionality, we recognize that if a vehicle is the top of lane \( LI1 \) and its status is crossing, then another vehicle that is the top of lane \( LI2 \) that is a conflict one of lane \( LI1 \) is never crossing. The characteristic can be confirmed by the Maude search command as follows:

\[
\text{search } \{1\} \text{ in RIMUTEX : init } \Rightarrow^* \{\text{lane[LI1]: VI1 ; Q1} (\text{v[VI1]: LI1,running,T11,T12}) \text{ (lane[LI2]: VI2 ; Q2} (\text{v[VI2]: LI2,running,T12,T22}) \text{ OCs}\} \text{ such that } \text{areConflict(LI1,LI2) = true } \land \text{LI1 }=/\text{ LI2} .
\]

The search command above tries to find a reachable state in which two lanes \( LI1 \) and \( LI2 \) are conflict, two vehicles \( VI1 \) and \( VI2 \) are the top of the two lanes, respectively, and the two vehicles' statuses are crossing. Maude does not find any reachable state that satisfies the condition from init. Therefore, the guessed characteristic is confirmed with the initial state init.

Observing some graphical animations, we carefully focus on concurrent lanes. Let us note that there are three concurrent lanes for each lane. We recognize that there are at most two concurrent lanes on which vehicles are crossing simultaneously. The characteristic can be confirmed by Maude search command as follows:
search [1] in RIMUTEX : init =>*
{(lane[LI1]: v1 ; Q1) (lane[LI2]: v2 ; Q2)  
(lane[L3]: v3 ; Q2)  
(v[VI1]: L1,crossing,T11,T12)  
(v[VI2]: L2,crossing,T21,T22)  
(v[V3]: L3,crossing,T31,T32) OCs} such that
areConcur(L1,L2) \ areConcur(L1,L3) \  
areConcur(L2,L3) \ (L1 =/= L2) \ (L1 =/= L3) \  
(L2 =/= L3) .

The search command above tries to find a reachable state in which three different lanes L1, L2 and L3 are concurrent, three vehicles V1, V2 and V3 are the top of the three lanes, respectively, and the three vehicles are crossing. Maude does not find any reachable state that satisfies the condition from init. Therefore, the guessed characteristic is confirmed with the initial state init.

6.2. One Seeming Characteristic and its Revision

By using one tip called CCT-2 (By concentrating on two different-kind observable components, we may find a relation between them, from which we may conjecture some characteristics.) [5], we carefully focus on the two top vehicles V1 and V2 of two conflict lanes L1 and L2, the statuses of V1 and V2 and the arrival times T11 and T21 of V1 and V2. We then guess that if V1 is crossing, then T11 is less than or equal to T21. We tried to confirm the characteristic with the following Maude search command:

search [1] in RIMUTEX : init =>*
{(lane[LI1]: VI1 ; Q1) (v[VI1]: LI1,crossing,T11,T12)  
(lane[LI2]: VI2 ; Q2) (v[VI2]: LI2,VS2,T21,T22) OCs} such that
areConflict(LI1,LI2) = true /\  
LI1 =/= LI2 /\ VI1 =/= VI2 /\ T11 ≤ T21.

Maude found a counterexample of the guessed characteristic, although it is seemingly correct. Figure 12 shows a state picture of the counterexample. Let us take a look at the vehicles v1 on lane 0 and v5 on lane 5. The two lanes are conflict and the two vehicles are the top of the lanes as shown in Figure 12. v1 is crossing and v5 is stopped, while the v1’s arrival time is 1 and the v5’s arrival time is 0. v1 is the top of lane 0 and seems to be the lead vehicle of lane 0, but v1 is not the lead vehicle of lane 0. v0 that is crossed was the lead vehicle of lane 0 because both its arrival time and lead arrival time (the third and forth components of v[v0] observable component) are 0 and v1 has been following v0 when crossing the intersection. This is because the lead arrival time of v1 is 0 that is the same as the arrival time of v0.

To guess the characteristic, we should have considered the lead arrival time instead of the arrival time of each vehicle concerned. We revise the characteristic as follows: if there are the top vehicles V1 and V2 of two conflict lanes L1 and L2 such that V1 is crossing, the lead arrival time T12 of V1 is less than or equal to the lead arrival time T22 of V2. The revised characteristic can be confirmed by the following Maude search command:

search [1] in RIMUTEX : init =>*
{(lane[LI1]: VI1 ; Q1) (v[VI1]: LI1,crossing,T11,T12)  
(lane[LI2]: VI2 ; Q2) (v[VI2]: LI2,VS2,T21,T22) OCs} such that
areConflict(LI1,LI2) = true /\  
LI1 =/= LI2 /\ VI1 =/= VI2 /\ T12 > T22 .

Maude does not find any counterexamples.

7. Lessons Learned

Through the case study with the LJPL protocol, we obtain several lessons on how to design a good state picture so that we can conjecture some non-trivial characteristics, especially when there are some observable components with composite values. The lessons learned can be summarized as follows:

• When an observable component has a composite value, which consists of more than one component value inside, we need to carefully select which component values to visualize. For example, the second and the third component values (i.e., the status and the time arrival) of the vehicle observable component are selected while the fourth component value (i.e., the time arrival of the lead) of the vehicle observable component is not used in our design.

• If a value of an observable component does not change, it should be expressed at a fixed label, such as laneID of each vehicle observable component.

• If there exist observable components that have values whose types are the same, we should design and display the values together in one designated place.

• If there exist observable components that have a natural number as their values and the values are small enough, the values should be visually expressed nearby together so that we can see them simultaneously and compare them instantaneously. For example, the first value of clock (i.e., a natural number) and the time arrival of each vehicle have been visualized in our design.
8. Related Work

Bui and Ogata [4] have graphically animated a mutual exclusion distributed protocol called Suzuki-Kasami with SMGA. The protocol contains the network component used to exchange messages. They have realized the messages that have been put into the network and deleted from the network are crucial information so that they have revised SMGA to be able to display those messages. Their solution is to prepare two places for those messages. Some guessed characteristics are confirmed as invariant properties of the protocol with Maude. The authors have summed up their experiences as tips to help human users design a state picture for distributed protocol. This research and ours can share the working flow, but we cannot apply the technical content or tips to our work. One such reason is that the behavior of distributed protocol and autonomous vehicle intersection control protocol cannot share each other.

A mutual exclusion protocol called Qlock has been conducted by May Thu Aung et al. [3]. Some properties of the protocol have been conjectured by observing graphical animation. The properties also have model checked with Maude and theorem proved with CafeOBJ [8]. One piece of our future work is to theorem prove the characteristics guessed in this paper with CafeOBJ.

María Alpuente et al. [13] have proposed a methodology to check whether a Maude program is correct or not via logical assertions based on rewriting logic theories. They also have developed a prototype tool that is an implementation of that methodology. One functionality of the tool is to visualize the possible trace slides (as state sequences in our paper) to help users identify the cause of the error. Human users can observe the specific states corresponding to their rewriting rules by selecting them from a given initial state. In case that many possible rewriting rules may appear, the visualization is looked like a graph or a tree in which the states (displayed as text) are nodes. This visualization approach can be applied to our work, although its purpose is different than ours. One piece of our work is to compare those approaches together.

SMGA can be regarded as an integration of formal methods and visualization. We introduce two recent studies on an integration of formal methods and visualization. One [9] is a study on visualization of what is done inside by Vampire [11], an automated first-order logic theorem prover, and the other is a study on visualization of the structural operational semantics of a simple imperative programming language [17]. Although automated theorem provers are attractive because they may automatically prove theorems, they cannot truly fully automatically prove all possible theorems. Proof attempts may fail. If that is the case, human users need to comprehend why the proof attempts fail and need to change the format of input logical formulas and/or some internal proof strategies. It is very difficult for non-expert users and at least non-trivial for expert users to really comprehend why the proof attempts fail because it is necessary to understand what is done inside by an automated theorem prover, such as Vampire. Gleiss, et al. have then developed SATVIS, a tool to visualize what is done inside by Vampire. Students and even programmers should learn semantics of programming languages so as to understand programming languages better, which may make it possible for them to write better programs. However, it is hard for students to learn semantics of programming languages. Perháč and Zuzana Bilanová have then developed an interactive tool for visualization of the structural operational semantics of a simple imperative programming language. SMGA partially shares the motivation of the first study [9]. This is because the main purpose of SMGA is to help human users conjecture lemmas needed for interactive theorem proving through graphical animations of state machines concerned. Nothing special is directly shared by SMGA and the second study [17] except an integration of formal methods and visualization. However, several formal semantics of programming languages have been described in the $\mathbb{K}$ framework [18], where $\mathbb{K}$ has been implemented in Maude. SMGA basically graphical animates state machines specified in Maude. Therefore, it would be possible to integrate SMGA and the $\mathbb{K}$ framework so that formal semantics of programming languages can be visualized.

9. Conclusion

We have described graphical animations of the Lim-Jeong-Park-Lee autonomous intersection control protocol with SMGA in which the composite data are explicitly visually displayed. Two state picture designs that deal with initial states in two different ways have been created, and a flexible state picture design has been proposed so that all initial states can be handled provided that the number of vehicles is less than or equal to a given number. Some characteristics are guessed by observing graphical animations based on our design to demonstrate that graphical animation could help humans visually perceive the characteristics of the protocol. Those characteristics are confirmed by model checking. We have summarized our experiences as some tips on how to design a good state picture for autonomous vehicle intersection control protocol. One future direction is to apply our work to other self-driving vehicle protocols, such as a merging protocol [1]. Another future work is to integrate SMGA into Maude so that the tool can use some functionalities of Maude, such as pattern matching and generating a state sequence of state on the fly.
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